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Using CUDA and OpenGL as Software Solutions for Parallel Computing



Performing multiple operations simultaneously greatly reduces computation 
time

In computing, this parallelism can be generated at

The algorithmic level: individual computations do not affect one another 
inherently

The software level: during compilation iterations can be adjusted to take 
advantage of existing parallelism apart from what was written in a high-level 
language

The hardware level: multiple cores, functional units, and threads allow for tasks to 
occur simultaneously

arallelism



Wide varieties of problem sets within the fields of medicine, science, and 
technology show inherent algorithmic parallelism

Medical Imaging

Bioinformatics

Supercomputing centers

CAD/CAM/CAE

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational Finance

Seismic Exploration

GIS

Defense

Filmmaking and Animation

pplications which exemplify parallel operations



The most significant attempt at highly parallelized machines early on were 
vector processors

Appeared in the early 1970s

Widely used in supercomputer design

These were machines optimized with instructions for one-dimensional data arrays

Point of failure

Although highly parallel, other machines were better in terms of
price/performance

More favorable and current options

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions performing vector processing on 
multiple data sets

Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) instructions realized by Very Large 
Instruction Words (VLIW)

These are uncommon in general-purpose computing

arly attempts



With significant improvements to CPU efficiency being made, multiprocessor 
architectures began to appear

These systems allow for true multitasking with intercommunication occurring 
via a shared memory bus

Performance limitations include

Programmer ability and attention

Intercommunication bus bandwidth

Memory speeds

Relatively few cores (typically from 2-8)

ransition to multiprocessor systems



GPUs are CPUs at their core, with an inherently large number of cores

GPUs contain

Arithmetic Logic Units

Caches (L1, L2)

The graphics pipeline

Portions of the pipeline are specialized for elements of the rendering process

PU Architecture



Transformation

Take in a model in vector format

Perform translation, rotation, and scaling on the model as requested by software

Per Vertex Lighting

Each vertex (corner point) is lit according to defined light sources

Values between vertices are interpolated

Viewing Transformation

Observer’s viewpoint is taken into account and the model is transformed from its 
world coordinate system to the observer’s

Projection Transformation

The model is transformed once again, putting it into perspective

Clipping

Everything which cannot be displayed is removed in order to reduce redundant 
calculations

PU Pipeline



Rasterization

Transform the 3D model into a 2D raster image via projection

This stage involves matrix calculus executed by dedicated Functional Units

Every pixel gets a color, as achieved by per-pixel shaders

Texture and Fragment Shading

Faces are filled with assigned textures by rotating and scaling them appropriately

PU Pipeline Continued



Because GPUs are used in order to generate pixel color values at over 60 Hz 
(ideally) for millions of pixels, based on 3D models which have been projected 
into 2D space, they already have several benefits

Heavy-duty matrix calculus-specific functional units

A large number of cores (current Fermi GPUs feature approximately 512 CUDA 
cores)

Very large, very high-bandwidth memory busses for inter-core communications

They are already mass-marketed, and as a result, reapplying them as massively 
parallel general purpose machines (supercomputers) is far cheaper than designing 
and producing application specific or very powerful general purpose processors

PU Applications – Transition to General Purpose



PU vs. CPU



Early GPGPU Programming

Done with pixel shaders, causing a steep learning curve

These methods are inconvenient, as they result in a great deal of extra calculation 
independent processing and conversion

Graphics API must store data in textures, which requires preliminary packing of large 
arrays into textures and forcing programmers to use special addressing

Insufficiently effective use of hardware

Memory bandwidth limitations

The graphics “shell” is still involved in the process, although it is irrelevant to 
these computations

Pixel shaders could only read memory dynamically, could not write dynamically

Programmers needed to learn

Graphics programming model, specialized to the set of operations implemented in a 
typical pipeline

Need to learn about pixel shaders, which have highly restricted parallel programming 
models

Need to learn specialized graphics APIs

Must modify algorithms accordingly

tilizing the GPU as a General Purpose 
achine



As a solution to the problems listed, Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) 
has been developed by nVidia

CUDA allows for
Effective non-graphics GPU computations

High-level language programming with intelligent GPU interaction – relieving conversion 
operations and low-level pixel shader management

Allows for shared memory use, cached data

Allows the use of all functional units

Very large speed increases within applications showing significant data parallelism

Small learning curves

Disadvantages
There is still a significant bottleneck between CPU-GPU intercommunication

No recursive functions

Minimum unit block of 32 threads

CUDA is limited only to nVidia GPUs

nified Computations



Written for industry standard C compilers

Scalable, with applications for both CPUs and GPUs

Improvements over traditional GPGPU solutions

Scattered reads

Shared memory among threads

Faster downloads and readbacks to and from the GPU

Full support for integer and bitwise operations, including texture lookups

Modern nVidia GPUs are now built with CUDA in mind, and contain CUDA-
specific blocks

UDA



Fine-grained data parallelism

Map threads to GPU threads directly

Virtualizes processors

Recompiles algorithms for “aggressive parallelism”

Course-grained data parallelism

Blocks hold arrays of GPU threads and define shared memory boundaries, which 
allows scaling for larger and smaller GPUs

Key point: GPUs execute thousands of lightweight threads with little overhead 
and instant context switching

UDA Multithreading and Co-processing



UDA Processing Flow



Heterogeneous Programming

Serial code is executed by CPU threads

Parallel code is executed by GPU threads and grouped into a thread block

CUDA kernel is executed by an array of threads

All threads run the same program

Each thread uses its ID to compute addresses and make control decisions

The kernel is executed by a grid, which contains the thread blocks

Thread blocks are a batch of threads that can cooperate to share data 
through shared memory or synchronize their execution

Threads from different blocks operate independently

UDA Programming



Scalable thread cooperation

Multiple threads in a single block 
cooperate via on-chip shared 
memory and synchronization

Shared memory access reduces 
memory bandwidth drastically

Thread blocks enable programs to 
transparently scale to any number 
of processors

The host reads and writes global 
memory but not the shared memory 
within each block

UDA Programming Continued



hread Blocks and GPU Scalability



hread Blocks and GPU Scalability Continued
Thread blocks can be scheduled on any processor

Kernels scale to any number of parallel microprocessors



tandard C versus CUDA C



University of Massachusetts, Amherst: Computational fluid dynamics 
simulations using arrays of many GPUs

Computational fluid dynamics simulations of turbulence performed with 64 GPUs

Optimized fluid algorithm using communication/computation overlapping

Only remaining bottleneck when using GPUs is communication between nodes 
(GPUs)

Speedup: 45x

University of Tuebingen, Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics: Horizon 
Magnetohydrodynamics

General relativistic magnetohydrodynamics code. Used in computational 
astrophysics applications

Prediction of gravitational radiation from compact objects and the dynamics of 
magnetars (distant neutron star with an extremely strong magnetic field that emits 
gamma and x-rays)

Speedup: 200x

UDA Success Stories



Early General Purpose GPU development was limited by inefficient and hard-
to-use reapplication of existing graphics APIs (OpenGL and DirectX)

GPGPUs have developed greatly since the creation of frameworks such as
CUDA

These have extremely significant performance impacts when applied to solve 
problems with high levels of data parallelism

Questions or Comments?

onclusion


